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Collectors almost killed my father and forced me to grow up without a dad! Don't let the government

or the IRS steal your sovereignty away from you! Put simply, your sovereignty is under attack. You

don't need the red pill to see it because you've already been unplugged. It's all around you. Within

this audiobook lies top secrets known only to the FBI and a few law enforcement agencies: How to

disappear in style and retain assets. How to switch up multiple identities on the fly and be invisible

such that no one; not your ex, not your parole officer, nor even the federal government can find you.

Ever. The Invisibility Toolkit is the ultimate guide for anyone who values their privacy or needs to

disappear. Whether you're running from stalkers or hit men or overzealous cops or divorce courts,

you owe it to yourself to learn how to protect your greatest asset: you and your family! But be

warned. Going incognito is dangerous and for that, you need a dangerous book. This book is one

the NSA doesn't want you to listen to! It's stuff you won't see in any James Bond or Bourne film or

even Burn Notice. But if you love freedom, this book is mandatory listening, because it's lifesaving

listening. You'll learn: How to disappear using CIA counter-surveillance techniques in the Far East

How to wear a perfect disguise How to bring down a drone How to be invisible in Canada, Thailand,

China or the Philippines How to use Darkcoins on the run How to fool skip tracers How to sneak into

Canada How spies use networking to be anonymous Edward Snowden's biggest mistakes The

fallacies of True Lies Opsec in foreign countries, and much more! You've got just two choices: live

free on your feet or as a slave on your knees. Let me show you how to break those chains.
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Awesome book! I bought it because it sounded intriguing, never thinking I wouldn't get anything

done today because I just could not put it down. Having lived in Ontario and Louisiana, I can attest

to the accuracy of his observations, including those of going through US/Canadian customs. Great

advice for many areas of one's life, especially if you have never taken your privacy seriously.

Maybe this was written as an advanced level manual. But the description does not say that. This

guy is talking like I'm supposed to know what he is talking about. Well I don't. I'm at 37% and I am

completely lost. He seems to be actually talking about darkness. I'm baffled.(The story about his

creepy old lady neighbor was chilling).

Really enjoyed the book just didn't like how he made it feel like I was reading a drama, too

suspenseful for such a dense informative book. Definitely learned a lot though, TONS. Recommend

it to anyone who values privacy!

Outstanding, equal to JJ Luna

Lance has a great style of getting info to you and telling a great series of stories about the real

world.

It will open eyes. Very painful! Beware!

Appears to be written by somebody only wants to escape college loans. Useless information. Not a

how too, or where to look for more information book.
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